TRACKING INVENTORY
JUST GOT EASIER.
Pharmacy Inventory Control System (PICS)
Secure, flexible inventory management

Trust us. We’re Turnkey.

KNOWING WHAT’S ON
YOUR SHELF DOESN’T
HAVE TO BE HARD.
Our Pharmacy Inventory Control System (PICS) simplifies inventory
management. It offers a flexible and secure platform that’s easy to
use and scalable to any size operation. It’s the technology-based
solution you’ve been looking for.

Easy to set up and use
PICS is simple. A Turnkey service rep will guide you through the setup
process to determine your list of desired products and preferred
stocking levels. Once this process is complete, you can log in and
receive, transfer, check out and adjust inventory manually or by using
your handheld Bluetooth scanner. For additional convenience, a bar
code reader is available for quick item lookup.
For best results, we’ve partnered with Mettler Toledo Scales® for
touch-free, weight-based inventory entry management. The scales
can track products by individual unit weight and dose unit of
measure through frictionless inventory control.

PICS helps you manage your pharmaceutical room
Our system makes it easy to manage inventory and conduct
audits. It allows for fast ordering, accurate tracking of items
en route to your location, and tracking time-sensitive items’
expiration dates. It also sends a reorder reminder email
before you run out of an item, not after.
Our tool’s security functions record location changes for an
item and log activity for every employee who has access to
the system. Permissions for each user can be adjusted with
unique IDs and passwords. Records are archived for later use.

Accurate, customizable reports save time
The PICS system reports feature offers customizable reports
with built-in sort/filter functionality and the capability to export
data in common file formats. They can be scheduled to run
automatically and track inventory valuation, item number
reports, expiration details per lot and sales transaction details.
Available as a web-based solution on your desktop computer
or with a mobile app for your smartphone or tablet. Apps are
available through Android and Apple iOS platforms.
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Developing Software and Solutions for the production
animal industry is who we are and what we do. Call
1.800.999.0049 or email sales@turnkeynet.com
for more information or a demonstration of our system.

Turnkeynet.com
Providing quality software, hardware, service and
support to the cattle feeding industry for over 40 years.

® Mettler Toledo is a registered trademark of Mettler-Toledo Inc.

